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THE POWER

OF INDEPENDENT ADVICE

By Mike Schüssler, Brenthurst Wealth Consulting Economist & Elize Kruger
“Administered prices are
clearly keeping inflation in
South Africa structurally
higher and would constrain a
move to a lower target band,
as envisaged by the
SA Reserve Bank
in recent commentary.”
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The data here is from the International Investment Position data which the SARB
now releases quarterly in arrears. South Africa’s positive net International
Investment Position (IIP) decreased from a revised R1.530 trillion at the end of
March 2021 to R1.459 trillion at the end of June, as foreign assets decreased
more than foreign liabilities.
But these also include direct holds such as Naspers ownership of Prosus’ as a
majority stakeholder. This is not seen as a portfolio investment as it is unlikely to
be sold in the short term. The same applies to Toyota SA factory in KZN where
the investment by Toyota Japan has nothing to do with portfolio but everything
to do with direct investment.
This note zooms into South Africa’s foreign assets and liabilities, or stated
differently, South African owned assets abroad and foreign-owned assets in
South Africa. The South African Reserve Bank categorized foreign-owned
assets and liabilities into four categories namely, direct investment, portfolio
investment, financial derivatives and other investment. We will only analyse
recent trends in portfolio investments, both in equity and bonds.
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In the latest Quarterly Bulletin of the SARB, published on 28 September 2021 the following was reported:
“Portfolio investment liabilities (capital flowing into South Africa) reverted from an outflow of R6.4bn in the Q1
2021 to an inflow of R4.9bn in Q2, as non-residents’ net acquisition of domestic debt securities outweighed net
sales of domestic equities. Non-residents purchased debt securities of R27bn in Q2 2021 after disposing of
R15.4bn in the previous quarter, while net sales of equities of R22.1bn in Q2 represented a reversal from net
purchases of R8.9bn in Q1. South African residents’ foreign portfolio assets (capital flowing out of South Africa),
on the other hand, surged further in the second quarter of 2021 with a sizeable outflow of R71bn, following
anoutflow of R39.8bn in Q1. This mainly reflected the domestic private banking and non-banking sectors’ purchases of foreign debt and equity securities.”
Foreigners’ portfolio investment in South African assets are erratic and volatile from quarter to quarter, but
longer-term trends reveal that since December 2015, when the then Finance Minister Nene was unexpectedly
fired, foreigners have continuously shed South African equities. And even on the cumulative bond purchases
(see graph below) the peak of foreign investment in South African bonds were reached in October 2013.

GRAPH 1: CUMULATIVE NET PURCHASES OF SHARES AND BONDS ON THE JSE
Net cumulative flows in shares and bonds by foreigners
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One must, however, also note these flows are not the value of either stocks or bonds which investors both
local and foreign hold. It is just the actual buying and selling of shares and bonds by foreign entities.
On the other hand, a steady outflow of South Africans’ capital in favour of foreign portfolio investments, especially foreign equity investments, is becoming a well-established trend. The following sections will zoom into
the reasons for these trends.
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EQUITY HOLDINGS BY SOUTH AFRICANS IN FOREIGN EQUITY AND FOREIGNERS’
VALUE OF SA EQUITY HOLDINGS.
SOUTH AFRICAN EQUITY PORTFOLIO FLOWS
In the 2nd quarter the value of South African equity holdings in other countries was R2,7 trillion! For context
the total market cap of the JSE was just under R16 trillion.
But that is not the full picture, as South African primary listings are only valued at R6,8 trillion, because the 30
secondary listings have a value of R9 trillion and as that value primary value resides at other stock exchanges is
R9 trillion, I would say that the JSE primary listings are a fairer reflection of its value. This means that the real
South African investable value is R6,8 trillion. But not all of this is investable and the JSE primary investable
market cap is about R5 trillion.
About 40% of the primary listings on the JSE is owned by foreigners of which R2,2 trillion is invested in equities. The value of South African investments in foreign equities was 23% more than foreigners investing in SA.
This has not always been the case, but a combination of faster equity growth in foreign markets and South
Africans joining the global trend of diversification across countries and industries, such as technology has
contributed to an upswing resulting ina record all-time high in foreign equity holdings by South Africa.
In a different context, this asset for South Africa is more that 50% of the value of SA's GDP.

In 2020 R27,8 billion of dividends flowed into SA while R28,9 billion went to foreign share owners on the JSE.
These flows help to stabilise the currency, as SA equity holdings have dividends which counterbalance the
outflows rands once invested overseas. (See graph for yearly data from 2006).

GRAPH 2: DIVIDEND PAYMENTS TO AND FROM SOUTH AFRICA
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At R2,7 trillion the SA equity holding is relatively small. The global equity market cap is over R1800 trillion.
South Africans hold less than 0,2% of the world equities. South Africans held less than 1/500th of the value of
world equity in the middle of 2021.
Moreover, the JSE primary listings make up about 0,5%, and with firms also listed here as secondary listings it
would be about 0,9% of the total world market cap.

WHY DO INVESTORS WANT TO HOLD EQUITES OUTSIDE THEIR HOME COUNTRY?
The above-mentioned fact is probably the reason why South Africans have a need to diversify. There are less
than 300 investable primary listed companies on the JSE and about 9 others on our other market. (Excluding
the ALTX as that is not where fund managers typically invest).
In 2017 already, the OECD reported that there were about 41 000 investable companies in the world (exclude
index trackers and other derivative listed entities). South Africa has less than 0,75% of the listed companies
around the world.
Moreover, South Africans utilize the products and services of many of the biggest listed companies so they are
aware of Apple, Netflix, Volkswagen and Pepsi.

GRAPH 3:
SA HOLDINGS OF FOREIGN EQUITIES COMPARED TO FOREIGN HOLDINGS OF SA EQUITIES
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So, just like local companies who spend a lot of time making direct investments into foreign companies, our
investing community is doing the same. They are following a trend in that they invest directly in foreign companies as it helps maintain the value of their retirement savings.
Diversification also reduces the risk, as one has a wide range of sectors such as technology, of which SA has
little to offer. You may lose a little from one or two of the stars, but when they stop shooting out the lights you
are likely to have others which can take their place. Also, the downside should be more limited if something
happens, as it does from time to time.
It also introduces foreign currency income. The Rand has not fared well over the decades making foreign
equities essential in any portfolio. For this reason I believe that it makes sense for a small country investor to
have a good weighting of foreign holdings.
Moreover, it offers the important choice of bringing some money home to SA from time to time, when
the Rand is weak, or taking money offshore when the investor feels the Rand has strengthened. It adds a new
dimension to investing for local investors. (I personally do not advocate timing markets, but the Rand is sometimes clearly overvalued or undervalued, which is sometimes easier for locals to read).
An even balance of a world equity portfolio outside SA would have about 40% US stocks and about 25% EU/UK
stocks, the remainder being East Asian stocks and some Latin American, Middle Eastern and South Asian
stocks. In a way this also reflects the World GDP shares better. (Not perfect, but the US forms 25% of World
GDP and China 20%, but US markets remain the most traded and transparent.)
However, one word of advice: have an experienced fund manager doing the investment on your behalf or buy
broad EFTs. This is not economics but common sense as we all struggle to keep up and someone who is involved everyday has an advantage.

GRAPH 4:
US EQUITY OUTPERFORMING REST OF THE WORLD SINCE 2009 (MSCI)
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CAPITAL FLOWS AND THE SOUTH AFRICAN BOND MARKET
An investment in South African bonds has traditionally been attractive given the relatively high yield that
investors can earn, especially during periods where inflation is under control, given that it is a fixed interest
instrument. Furthermore, given that Government is the guarantor for its issued debt paper, it is considered
a “risk-free” investment. With South Africa’s current 10-y nominal bond yield trading around 9.35% and inflation on average around 4.5%, it is quite an attractive real return. The super nlow international interest rate
environment that played out since the Global Financial Crisis of 2009 has also added to the attractiveness of
an investment in South African government bonds, as comparative bond yields in most of the developed
countries in the world were stuck close to zero (or even below!) for a prolonged period. Compared to other
emerging markets, South Africa’s government bond yield is relatively high and still attractive from a yield
perspective.

GRAPH 5: EMERGING MARKET BOND YIELDS
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South Africa benefited from strong inflows to the bond market in the period 2009 – 2013. However, since 2014,
interest amongst foreigners has gradually waned as concerns have started to surface about South Africa’s fiscal
management, debt trajectory and sustainability, policy uncertainties and underperforming growth scenario.
Given that South Africa’s fiscal trajectory was already slipping, the onset of the Covid-19 crisis that hit economic
activity, tax receipts and employment opportunities, pushed South Africa further into fiscal trouble. The growing concerns about debt sustainability in combination with sovereign credit downgrades, subsequently triggered more aggressive selling from foreigners. In 2020 foreigners sold R41.7bn worth of bonds and for 2021
year-to-date they have sold more than R85bn bonds.
Given the very low yield of global government bonds, South Africans are generally not very keen on investing in
global bonds, especially given the environment of rising inflation in developed economies. The different trends
in bond investments are depicted in the below graph.
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GRAPH 6: SA HOLDINGS OF FOREIGN BONDS ARE SMALL, BUT SA BONDS ARE POPULAR
AMONGST FOREIGNERS
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In South Africa inflation remains well under control (and forecast to remain so in the medium term), while a
fiscal risk premium embedded in government bond yields is likely to prevail (given fiscal uncertainties and a
sluggish economy) and bond yields are likely to hover at current elevated levels for some time. While this
will justify ongoing attractiveness to investors, the changing narrative about global interest rates and the
gradual tapering of quantitative easing that is now expected in the US could contribute to derailing the flows
as investors might start to redirect away from emerging markets back to less risky developed economies. But
for now, investing in South African bonds could contribute to portfolio diversification and a handsome return. Note : The price of a bond moves inversely to its yield.
WE BELIEVE THAT FLOWS INTO FOREIGN EQUITIES AND BONDS ARE LIKELY TO INCREASE AND AT THIS POINT
EQUITIES WILL EXPERIENCE MOST OF THE SHARE OF OUTFLOWS FROM SOUTH AFRICA.
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